PUBLIC COMMENT:

* Tom McGowan, Las Vegas Resident Individual Member of the Human and Universal Public. Good Afternoon.

* First, 'Thank you' for your kind provision of coffee and donuts to those in need, and for your courteous and congenial interface with those members of the public who, of necessity, got up at the 'crack of ice' in order to be here at such an ungodly hour.

* I have provided the team of transcribers with the verbatim written text of my public comment in yesterday's meeting (Mon. 10 Sept.) as well as today's (Tues. 11 Sept.), including the un-asked and unanswered public questions which you may address at your discretion and convenience, in secure cognizance of the certainty that intentional non-response to public query is in fact a response (and indeed, the most elucidative response) on the public record.

* However, the transcribers will have to 'cope' with my extemporaneous public comments during yesterday afternoon's (perhaps understandably) passionate monologue, because it was not written in advance, and, if I could remember any of it, I'd have an act, as the say in 'show-business'.

* There is one bit of additional information you may find variably rewarding or alternately disconcerting: the 'whisper' has it Dr. Jane Barrett may be verging on voluntary retirement, and, certainly, those shoes (and that 'fast pathway') will be difficult to

(End of Public Comment, pg. 1.)
'Fill',..consistent with the caveat: ~

"Good help is hard to find";
"You get what you pay for" and:
"If you won't done 'right', you almost have to do it yourself."

...which is 'why', in an unguarded moment, I jumped into the 'breach' and submitted my (unsolicited) application to succeed Dr. Barrett as the next acting director of DOE/OCRUM/LYMPOL'S—which, if and when 'accepted and approved', will cause great consternation and anguished gnashing of teeth far and wide, offset by a spontaneous 'victory celebration' involving ecstatic Native Americans and other interested members of the public! — But, 'Fear not.' I do have 'other pressing priorities'...and 'someone' (conceivably far less 'worthy' than 'me') undoubtedly will rush to fill that 'gaping void'.

*But, seriously, -- I would be remiss were I not to express my sincere appreciation, admiration and respect for the exhaustive work product and dedication to purpose exhibited by Dr. Barrett as well as each and all of you, without exception, in tireless pursuit of an elusive issue whose daunting complexity is the more so confounding because it challenges our introspective understanding of human nature itself...and literally 'dares us to strive toward attainment of a seemingly 'impossible' goal in terms of a higher idealized standard of human quality, in the spirit of genuine community.

(M.2.)
I firmly believe, beyond the perception of circumstantially adversarial roles, we are essentially one (1) people; one (1) species; in sight of a supreme being; and I submit to you, in my personally elective role, I am neither your enemy nor your friend; but only the (seemingly presumptuous) reminder of your private and personal conscience; and of the unalterable fact that within each reasoning being, creator-endowed with intellect, free will and conscience, there is a heart that beats for all mankind; and that, essentially, in the words of Buckminster Fuller, 'unity is plural'!

The issue, then, cannot else but ultimately serve to 'bring us together', enroute toward a brilliant horizon of extraordinary human achievement, which lies just up ahead!

Phillip Wylie's book: 'The Answer', told of an angel who fell to earth, and carried a golden book with but a single page, on which were inscribed the words:

"Love each other."

And, perhaps surprisingly, but irrefutably, that (and nothing else) is the key to a closer understanding of ourselves, each other, and the subject topic issue surrounding the storage and disposal of high-level nuclear waste; as well as the broad range of priority imperative issues which challenge reasoning humanity.

(p9.3)
"Assistive to a closer understanding, it's been said that: "

"Music is a universal language,"... (i.e.),

"Let me hear the music of a nation, and I have no need to
know their laws!"... and today, increasingly, it seems
'good music' may be the only sweet thing left!'

...And so, in closing, I wish to share a factual story about a dishevelled
hermit, who lived in a tree, high above the laurel canyon wilderness
area of Griffith Park, in Los Angeles, Calif. One day, he descended
from his leafy perch, and, garbed in his threadbare robe and open
sandals, and carrying a manuscript, he made his way downhill to the
(then) world capital of recorded music, at Sunset and Vine, in Hollywood,...
where he managed to have published the only song he had ever written,
which was promptly recorded by Nat 'King' Cole and became an instant
hit... the song was biographical, and although the hermit/composer,
whose name was: Eden Abbe', later died and was forgotten,... the song,
entitled "Nature Boy", deservedly took its place in the annals of
immortal music, because of the insightful human wisdom expressed
in its unforgettable closing line, which said: ~

..."The greatest thing we'll ever learn, is just to love, and be loved in return!"
In conclusion (I)... (I usually get a 'stomach-ache' at this point...)

...but, don't get up!

The cost comparison presentation was interesting mainly as it
made no reference whatsoever to the insitu generation of
thermal energy-induced power adequate to offset
substantial segment or entirety the cost of operations at
a net profit in terms of both tangible and intangible
before-omni-applicable benefits over an extended term.
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